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INTRODUCTION 

This report focuses on the findings of Long-Term Observers (LTOs) and Social Media Monitors 

(SMMs) assigned by LEON to observe the by-elections in four districts in Bomi, Bong, Grand 

Gedeh and Nimba Counties. The segment of the by-elections calendar covered under this report is 

the campaign period as scheduled by the National Elections Commission (NEC). Campaign begun 

on October 15, 2021 and will run up to November 14, 2021. By-elections are slated for November 

16, 2021. This report covers the period October 14, 2021 to November 5, 2021 representing more 

than two-thirds of the by-elections campaign period.  

Twenty 20 LTOs were deployed to observe campaign rallies, access to public facilities by 

opposition parties, access to campaigns by people living with disabilities and the elderly, speech 

content for hate, misinformation and disinformation, and the position of candidates on gender 

issues. LTOs also observed for occurrences of violence, security presence, freedom of movement 

and information, misuse of state resources, voter education, campaign methods, intimidation, 

assault, or harassment. SMMs particularly focused their monitoring on contents on Facebook 

including podcasts and other live programs.  

LTOs submitted 63 individual reports from the four districts while SMMs followed 58 Facebook 

postings from candidates and their supporters. LEON analyzed these submissions and has 

produced this report for the purpose of assessing the prevailing by-election campaign environment.  

ASSESS TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS OR FACILITIES  

Section 10.21 of the New Elections Law (NEL) provides that where a timely request is made, 

political parties shall not be denied the right to use “public buildings or such public facilities 

necessary and appropriate for their purpose.” Overall, there was no issue of denial of political party 

from using public buildings or facilities to campaign. 100% of the LTOs reports indicated that no 

political party/independent candidate was denied access to public facilities. LEON hails the news 

coming from the field and would like to stress the importance of citizens / political parties right to 

access and use public facilities in compliance with section 10.21 of the New Elections Law (NEL).  

ACCESSIBILITY OF CAMPAIGN FACILITIES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

AND THE ELDERLY  

Persons with disabilities and the elderly fall 

amongst the most vulnerable groups in Liberia.  

Persistent socio-economic inequalities, limited 

social welfare programs, and prevalent adverse 

cultural norms leave most people in these 

categories poorer than the rest of society and 

feeling ostracized from political participation.  

Disability is defined by the World Health 

organization (WHO) as a generic term covering 

impairments, activity limitations,  

 

LIBERIA: DISABILITY 

STATISTICS 

• 14% of Population living with some 

form of disability 

• 61% of that group struggle with 

mobility. 

• 24% are visually impaired.  

• 7% have hearing impairment 

• 8% have an intellectual or 

psychosocial disability.  
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and participation restrictions.1 The elderly as defined in this report, refers to persons who have 

attained the minimum age of 60 and above. 

The 2008 Population and Housing Census puts the total number of persons 60 years of age and 

above at 170,941 persons representing slightly under 5% of the population. The same report found 

that the number of disable people in Liberia constituted 14% of the population.  

A total of 43 reports, constituting 68.3% of reports on the subject found that campaign facilities 

were accessible to persons with disabilities and the elderly. 20 reports constituting 31. 7% 

indicated that facilities used for campaign rallies were not accessible to people with disabilities 

and the elderly.  This indicates that a good number of facilities used for campaign rallies were 

disability and senior citizen friendly which is an improvement over LEON’s last survey findings. 

LEON applauds political parties and 

independent candidates in this regard yet 

urges them to mainstream campaign 

facility procurement practices to fully    

consider 100% access and use for people 

with disabilities and the elderly. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: accessible to persons with disabilities and the elderly: Source LEON 

CAMPAIGNING IN SUPPORT OF GENDER ISSUES 

Addressing women issues at campaign rallies, speakers and candidates were very positive as 

shown in the responses. Reports recorded 

in the dataset shows 87.7% of candidates 

spoke positively of embracing and 

promoting gender issues when elected 

while 12.3% of candidates did not speak 

to gender issues at all. LEON notes the 

concerning trend with which critically 

important gender issues continue to move 

at a snail’s pace through the Legislature 

and encourages candidates-when elected-

to support gender issues such as 

amending the section 4.5 of the NEL to 

promote increase women participation in  

politics, the proposed amendment to the 

Domestic Violence Act setting up fast-track domestic violence courts  throughout the country,  the 

 
1 World Health Organization, International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)external icon.  

Geneva: 2001, WHO 
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Did any of the candidates specifically 

address women's issue in a positive 

manner?
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68.3%

31.7%

Was the rally accessible to persons with 

disabilities and the elderly?
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No

Figure 2: Candidates' focus on gender issues Source: LEON 
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draft National Disability Act to support the country’s vulnerable populations and increasing 

budgetary support to gender issues.  

VIOLENCE AND DISRUPTIONS OF CAMPAIGN/RALLIES 

There were no reports of violence or disruptions of campaign rallies recorded from any of the 

districts. 100% of the LTOs recorded no form of violence.  LEON sees this as a great achievement 

and encourages political parties and the public to continue to exhibit tolerance for divergent views. 

SECURITY PRESENCE 

27 responses reported police presence during campaign/rallies in the districts constituting 42.9% 

of reports received while 36 responses representing 

57.1% reported no security presence at rallies. When 

follow-ups were done with LTOs, they reported that 

the high number of no security presence at rallies 

could be substantially attributed to the mode of 

campaigning. According to LTOs most candidates 

have used mobile campaigning (drives by) to reach 

out to voters making it challenging for under-

resourced security officers to keep up with 

campaigns. LEON notes the right of candidates to use 

every legal means to reach out to voters including 

employing mobile teams. LEON would like to 

remind responsible parties that state security presence at rallies is amongst the most effective 

means of deterring electoral violence as such, calls on state security organs to strategize on ways 

to ensure security presence at every rally and with all candidates 

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT 

Overall, reports sent in by LTOs from by-election districts show that no political party/candidate 

was deprived of hosting/conducting rallies. No restriction on freedom of movement was observed 

and there was no security brutality or voter trucking reported in the districts. Reports received for 

this period also show that there was no intimidation, assault, or harassment, and no one was denied 

the right to wear a political party regalia. LEON hails security forces and all parties and supporters 

for the calm atmosphere during this stage of the election and further calls on all supporters to 

continue to respect the right of assembly and 

association.  

USE OF STATE RESOURCES                                   

The NEL and Code of Conduct proscribe the use of 

state resources to campaign during elections. On this 

subject, 14 responses representing 22.2% of 

submissions, indicated the improper use of state 

resources for campaigning during the reporting 

period while 49 responses constituting 77.8% of 

reports did not note improper use of state resources  
Figure 4: Improper Use of State resources: Source LEON 
 

42.9%

57.1%

Were police / security present at 

the rally or event?

Yes

No

22.2%

77.8%

Was there evidence of 

improper use of state 

resources?

Yes

No

Figure 3: Security Presence at Rallies: Source LEON 
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for campaigning. LEON frowns at those officials using state resources to canvas for candidates of 

their choice. LEON also warns against the continuous violation of the Code of Conduct, which 

bars appointed officials from canvassing for votes and using state resources to do so.  

Type of Improper Usage 
 

• 13 responses state that government vehicles were used during the campaign constituting 

70.0% of improper usage. 

• 3 responses state the use of government buildings, stadiums, or land equivalent to 15.0% 

of improper usage. 

• 2 responses state that presidential appointees canvassed for candidates amounting to 15.0% 

of improper usage. 

 
Figure 5: Type of improper use of state resources: Source LEON 

VOTER EDUCATION 

 For voter education, overall, 48 reports constituting 

76.2% indicate ongoing voter education in the 

districts whereas, 15 reports representing 23.8% 

observed no voter’s education in their districts for the 

period under review.  Voter education awareness is 

being carried out by NEC, civil society organizations, 

community-based organizations, traditional leaders, 

religious leaders, and political parties. As voter 

education is key to increasing citizens interest in 

elections and to electorates making informed choices 

about which candidate they deem fit to represent their 

interest at the national level, LEON urges NEC and 

other stakeholders mentioned above to continue providing voter education throughout the districts 

and encouraging citizens to turn out to vote on election day.  

SOCIAL MEDIA MONITORING  

 

 

For this by-election, LEON exclusively monitored the social media platform Facebook because of 

its popularity with Liberian politicians and its penetration throughout the country which is 
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supported by the flagship “free basics” which allows Facebook users minimum engagement with 

the platform even when they do not have data in their phones. Posts by candidates and their 

supporters, podcasts, and other live events were observed during the period. 58 Facebook postings 

were observed.  

Posts were placed under one of the categories of misinformation, disinformation, hate speech, 

incitement, peaceful, information sharing or threats. Social Media Monitors (SMMs) verified the 

information posted with LTOs before placing the information in the selected category. 

 
Figure 7: Categories of Facebook posts per district: Source LEON 

Social media monitoring data show that disinformation is the most used campaign propaganda 

method during these by-elections. Disinformation as used in this report refers to the “intentional 

use of false information to affect the participation of voters in elections.”2  

In Grand Gedeh, 9 out of the 21 posts covered were labeled by SMMs as disinformation. In Bomi 

County, 5 of the 14 posts observed were considered as disinformation while in Nimba 9 of 13 posts 

observed were considered disinformation and in Bong County, 3 of the 8 posts followed were 

deemed by our SMMs as disinformation.   

Other forms of by-election speech on social media relate to misinformation, information sharing, 

hate speech, incitement, threats, and calling for peace.  

SPEECH AGAINST FEMALE CANDIDATES 

During elections, political participation is enhanced when all citizens and candidates can freely 

express and share their ideas on governance with the electorates. This right to free expression 

encompasses the right of the citizen to campaign against the ideas and proposals of others being 

fully responsible for the consequences thereafter. Women continue to face major socio-economic 

and cultural barriers to participating in politics in Liberia. The handful who dares thread the path 

soon come face to face with the harsh reality of Liberian politics. It has been reported by SMMs 

that one of the two female candidates in the by-elections has faced some level of sexual slurs firmly 

 
2 As a Matter of Fact: The Harms Caused by Election Disinformation. Common Cause Education Fund (2021) 

CC_AsaMatterofFact_FINAL_10.27.21.pdf (commoncause.org) 
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based on her gender. For example, one social media post alleges that the lone female candidate in 

Bomi County who is being heavily supported by Senator Edwin Snowe is engaged in an illicit 

affair with the senator. Another post accused her of being “selfish, proud and deceptive.” 

 

Figure 9: 2nd Facebook post supporting candidate Freeman: 
Source LEON 

Candidate Abigail Freeman’s (Nimba, District 1) social media content and feedback has been 

largely positive and mostly professional.  

 

 

Figure 8: Facebook post supporting candidate Freeman: Source 
LEON 

Figure 10: Facebook post supporting candidate Abigal 
Freeman Figure 11: Facebook post supporting candidate Abigal 

Freeman 
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CONCLUSION  

Overall, LEON wants to state that campaign activities so far have been to an appreciable extent, 

peaceful and civil.  LEON admonishes all to remain peaceful and tolerant as campaign closes 

within the week. The use of traditional campaign methods void of violence is a tool for fostering 

transparent election, democracy and good governance in Liberia. LEON applauds the lack of 

violence, harassment, intimidation and restriction on movement observed during this period and 

would like to specifically thank the government of Liberia, opposition parties and independent 

candidates for the peaceful campaign environment.  Importantly, accessibility of election facilities 

for persons with disabilities and the elderly remains an issue. Also highlighted in this report is 

executive officials the violation of the NEL and the Code of Conduct by openly canvassing for 

votes and using government assets to electioneer. LEON frowns on these excesses and request the 

appropriate authorities fully investigate the reported violations recorded in this report.  

RECOMMENDATION  

We recommend that access to campaign rallies be improved for people with disabilities and the 

elderly to ensure their increased and meaningful participation in the political affairs of their 

country. LEON also recommends that the NEC sets guidelines with penalties for individuals and 

political parties who engage in willful disinformation of the public for their own political gains. 

LEON recognizes that disinformation undermines democracy and the free exchange of ideas in 

order for voters to make wise judgment on who to represent them. Finally, LEON also recommends 

that the government of Liberia gives effect to the implementation of the Code of Conduct by 

appointing people to the office of the Ombudsman as prescribed by law.  

________________________________THE END____________________________________ 

About LEON 

The Liberia Elections Observation Network (LEON) is a platform of four Liberian civil society 

organizations, the Catholic Justice and Peace Commission (JPC), Liberia Crusaders for Peace 

(LCP), Federation of Liberian Youth (FLY) and National Union of Organizations for the Disabled 

(NUOD) with the overall goal of meaningfully contributing to the democratization process in 

Liberia by providing an avenue for civil society to participate in monitoring and observing 

elections and democratic processes in Liberia. LEON observed the 2017 and 2020 elections with 

over 1000 observers and issued statements on pre-election, election day and post- elections 

activities. In 2019, LEON engaged in monitoring the Legislature with the aim of increasing 

legislative openness and transparency for better representation that leads to improved social 

service delivery in constituencies.  

LEON has a steering committee comprised of members of the four member organizations and a 

secretariat of 16 persons including four regional coordinators who will coordinate and oversee the 

short-term and long-term observers.  LEON has a focus on the inclusion of marginalized groups 

including women, youth, and persons with disabilities. 

Under this project, LEON receives funding from the Swedish International Development 

Cooperation Agency (SIDA) and technical support from The Carter Center. However, its findings, 
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reports and other determinations are independent of the two organizations and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of those organizations. 


